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Facades as objects of study

While recent years have seen the flourishing of a digital art his-
tory (Bonfait et al. 2021), the intersection between architectural 
history and ”distant viewing” within Digital Humanities remains 
mostly an open ground. In particular, a large-scale compositional 
study of buildings based on the analysis of the distribution of ele-
ments on the fa çade is still unexplored.

Such comparative analysis of facades would, though, be particu-
larly valuable, for they are key descriptive elements to understand 
the evolutionary palimpsest of a building, as if they were the his-
torical ’skin’ of its construction (Savorra 2006, Radding and Clark 
1992). Facades also act also, often, as an indicator of the articula-
tion of interior spaces (Trinanato 1948). Furthermore, the gram-
matical analysis of the facade permits its constitutive elements to 
be defined separately as key chronological and stylistic signs from 
which to infer information on its location, temporality, construc-
tion method and, of course, authorship (Zevi 1949, Zevi 1973).

Considering the articulation of the facade elements as a ”dis-
course” – in which what is relevant is not only the element in 
itself but its position and relationship with the other elements –
stems from a long tradition in architectural theory (Guadet 1904). 
Whether at the micro-scale of elements of a single facade, or with 
the larger-scale comparison of different neighbourhoods, cities or 
landscapes, across time and space, the identification of constitu-
tive elements of facades and their “grammatical reading” would be 
particularly suited to a computational approach (Mitchell 1994).

An automated method for ortho-
photo generation

These considerations call for a set of homogeneous representa-
tions of facades, free from disparities in perspectives and points of 
view, from which visual elements can be automatically extracted 
and onto which comparative analyses can be conducted at scale. 
Orthogonal views of facades are one possible homogeneous solu-
tion. The so-called orthophoto is a representation of the facade as 
if drawn on a plane with all points equally distant to the virtual 
camera, and is as such analogous to an orthographic drawn eleva-
tion. Producing orthophotos from photogrammetric surveys is a 
time-consuming effort and can hardly be envisioned for the city-
scale analyses we suggest. Instead we propose an approach which

automatically generates orthophotos by combining an input point-
cloud with footprint geometries.

The pointcloud we apply our method to covers the full city of
Venice, and was obtained through photogrammetry on airborne
images (Fig. 1). The footprint geometries are provided by the City
of Venice open data portal, along with the geometries of canals
and of the street network. We determine for each line segment
in the footprints whether they spatially intersect with those canal
and street geometries; this permits us to identify which segments
correspond canal-side or street-side facades (Fig. 2). Each point
in the point cloud is then labelled with the facade it belongs to (if
any). To account for the depth of the facade (which is flattened
in any orthophoto), we allow for a small buffer around the facade
segment.

At the end of this process, a set of 3D coloured points is asso-
ciated to each facade segment. This set needs to be rotated around
the z-axis, so that the plotting plane of the photo is properly ortho-
gonal to the vision axis. Applying Principal Component Analysis
to the set of points permits us to identify the dominant axes, and
as such to reduce points from three dimensions ( x, y, z) to two
( x’, z). The orthophoto is finally obtained by scatter plotting the
points in these reprojected coordinates.

Figure 1. Photogrammetric model of Venice obtained from airborne imagery

Figure 2. Distribution of canal-side (in blue) and street-side (in red) facades on
the main island of Venice.

In this way, the facade orthophotos of more than 8,000 buildings
were extracted, forming the first complete set of the facades of
the city. As an example, the orthophotos of the 156 facades in di-
rect contact with the Canal Grande are shown in (Fig. 3), ordered
by height. The applicability of our method to smaller-scale point-
clouds was also successfully tested on a denser photogrammetric
model made from street-level images (Fig. 4). This complemen-
tarity of scale and densities is valuable, as photogrammetric cam-
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paigns can be more easily conducted on site to overcome local oc-
clusions or lower point density in the airborne model.

Figure 3. Orthophotos of 156 facades on the Canal Grande obtained following
the automatic division of a city-scale photogrammetric model.

Figure 4. Automatically produced orthophotos of four buildings from a point-
cloud obtained by street-level photogrammetry of the Campo Santa Margherita

Research perspectives: Venetian ar-
chitectural history at the large-scale

This proposed pipeline makes possible, for the first time, the ex-
traction of orthophotos for all the facades of a city. Applied to Ve-
nice, the creation of such very large homogeneous facade corpora
opens up new avenues of research for its architectural history.

A first study could consist in the exhaustive analysis of dimen-
sions across the city, considering not only the landmarks of the
city but also the larger mass of buildings considered ‘minor’. Di-
mensional analysis makes it possible to recognise any proportio-
nal specificities of the best-known buildings, but above all to com-
paratively assess the dimensional structure (e.g. the number of
storeys and the ratio between the height and width of facades) of
the entire urban fabric in an attempt to understand its statistical di-
mensional distribution and more broadly, some of the fundamen-
tal characteristics of the Venetian urban space.

The facade orthophotos can also be input into a subsequent seg-
mentation algorithm through which individual elements are iden-

tified and extracted (Murtiyoso et al. 2021). From there, another
possible approach is the geometric-proportional analysis of the fa-
cade as a complex syntax of these individual elements. This clas-
sic methodology of facade analysis has also been attempted for the
vernacular architecture of Venetian palazzetti (Goy 1989). This
type of analysis is particularly interesting when attempting to re-
read the iconic architecture of large buildings as a repertoire of
prototypical forms that can be redistributed to the architecture of
the outlying lagoon landscape. The segmentation of the facades
elements of the 8,657 buildings in the city would allow a compre-
hensive computational approach to assess the propagation of cer-
tain architectural motifs, as well as the density and popularity of
certain rules of geometric proportionality among Venetian faca-
des.
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